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ABSTRACT
Until recently the New York City waterfront experienced decades of disuse and abandonment.
The very field of urban design largely came about as a re-imagining of urban waterfronts, and the
conversation about New York’s water’s edge is not a new one. What this thesis seeks to convey is
the changing intentionality of nineteenth century urban planning and design in this space before
and after the construction of the Erie Canal. The project attempts to flesh out implications for
both physical-spatial and psychological disconnections from the waterfront in terms of land use
and transportation patterns.
Though much discourse takes place surrounding waterfront planning and design, what has not
been so proliferous are investigations of the changing land uses or transportation networks
intersecting with the waterfront. By the same token, in the field of history, specifically, though
much scholarship exists about the importance of the Erie Canal to economic development in
New York City, State, and the nation, studies of the impacts of the Canal on the physical space
of the NYC waterfront are lacking. This thesis uses historic maps and plans1 of New York City
in an attempt to begin a conversation on the changing waterfront with the hope of inciting
further interest in the subject matter from students of history and urban planning.
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Some of these maps and plans have been digitized for the first time.
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INTRODUCTION
The weight of a physical connection between the built environment and the natural marine
environment which has facilitated trade, economic development, and ultimately nation-building
makes the waterfront fundamental to shaping the land and transportation uses of its bordering
spaces. In New York City2, the waterfront has transformed the space of the small island of
Manhattan, just as the waterfront itself was transformed over time and the city has incorporated
other boroughs. Most historians and urban planners agree that the Erie Canal period, from its
first proposal in 1807 to its completion in 1825, was one of the most formative events for this
waterfront. Consequently, this period may indeed have been the most impactful in solidifying
the City of New York’s land and transportation uses for decades to come.
In investigating the Erie Canal Period’s spatial influence on New York City’s waterfront, what
was at its completion only Manhattan but later included four other boroughs, this project seeks
to foster a better understanding of the extent to which the land and transportation uses that
resulted from the changes during this time may have been responsible for later waterfront
infrastructural features and consequently ongoing spatial and use complications along the
waterfront. This relationship between the waterfront’s uses and the New York City population as
facilitators of transportation development is still in question. Given both the changing use of the
waterfront and the importance of multi-faceted developments in public transit in contemporary
New York City, examining these relationships becomes more and more pertinent. If the
waterfront is to be better integrated into the urban fabric and urban design language in New
York, transportation systems along and intersecting with this waterfront will become all the more
central to lifestyles, land development, and community structure.
As a thesis project in urban planning the essential question into which this inquiry will delve is
how land uses along the waterfront in nineteenth century New York City shifted over the period
during which the Erie Canal was built and beyond. Though this event coincided with a rapid
physical development of Manhattan at large on account of the newly-lain street grid of the 1811
Plan for New York City, and this driver should also be considered alongside the construction of
the Erie Canal as a catalyst for change, analysis will focus on fleshing out use and physical
changes as they arose out of the canal’s specific influence inasmuch as those can be delineated.
This project will also highlight a diverse array of land use type changes as they are discernable
from the primary sources available but later underscore what appear to be the most significant
land use changes that took place. Social, economic, and access inequality-related issues as well as
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Though in the title of this thesis, New-York was written with a hyphen as was customary in writing at the time, for simplicity’s
sake New York City will be written in the contemporary style throughout the text. A blog post from the New-York Historical
Society sheds more light on this tradition here: http://blog.nyhistory.org/it-can-hyphen-here-why-the-new-york-historicalsociety-includes-a-hyphen/ .
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the very physical structures of cities are considerably molded by site planning (or lack thereof)
and planning changes over time, and to appraise the planning done and not done in a space such
as the waterfront can help to draw out issues which might have stemmed from such activities.
To the geographic and temporal scope of the project, several historical details must be kept in
mind. At its founding, New York City was composed strictly of the island of Manhattan;
modern-day New York’s other four boroughs were either separate municipalities or
unincorporated areas altogether. The project mostly follows the mid-nineteenth century timeline
of the city’s history, and the reader should be aware that before 1898 references to “New York
City” strictly refer to the island of Manhattan, with separate references made to Brooklyn, a
separate city before that year. Furthermore, as will be explained in further detail later, it should
be understood that the Erie Canal and its creators first proposed the project in 1807, began its
construction in 1817, and completed its construction in 1825. The project analyzes sources from
before, during, and after this build period.
The study will help its audience gain a sense of the uses of the waterfront before and after the
construction of the Erie Canal, and then take changes in those uses further in an attempt to
determine their effects on the later (post-1870s) waterfront. A great deal has been written on the
importance of the Erie Canal on the economic development of New York City and the entire
nation, but little has been written about the Erie Canal’s physical impact on the New York City
waterfront. As will be shown, the intentionality of planning and design along the New York
waterfront changed drastically before and after the Canal’s incorporation into the national
geography and the effects of this high rate of change can still be felt today.
The primary selection from the urban planning and design toolkit necessary for such an
investigation is an urban morphology evaluation. Land use and transportation patterns are
studied here to attempt to provide an understanding of the New York City environment before
and after the construction of the Canal, at mostly the lot, street, and block scales. Outlining
these patterns that create a sense of place aid in the assessment of the waterfront form, and
highlights the features that comprise the changing urban fabric of the entire city.
Because this project is interested in intentionality, urban boundaries become particularly
important in the sense that these boundaries in and around the city changed over time for
different reasons, and had to because of changing intentions. Understanding these boundaries in
an historical sense is also essential to this exercise. Development that changed these boundaries
sped up significantly after the Erie Canal, with more people using the waterfront for commercial
purposes as well as more of it being used as populations moved north. The land mass of
Manhattan was actively enlarged as well. This new, more burdensome commercial programming
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may have changed populations to an extent, but the design and planning shifts that altered the
urban boundaries influenced these populations as well.
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HISTORICAL FRAMEWORK
Indeed, daily life for this population in colonial, water-front Nieuw-Amsterdam3 stands in stark
contrast to that of the dense urbanness of New York City today. Today’s population is much
more disconnected from its waterfront, becoming increasingly so over time, until recently, since
the Colonial Period through a lack of transportation access and simply the intentions of urban
design. As late as the nineteenth century the waterways along the New York City waterfront, the
longest of any city in the United States at almost 750 miles (L. Michael Krieger 1979), were
almost entirely dedicated to shipping and maritime transportation. The public enjoyed
significant visual and physical access and New York was one of the busiest, most bustling ports in
the world. As a “working waterfront,” commerce along the waterfront was arguably the main
economic activity and waterborne ferries were one of the most important means of
transportation.
As early as 1867, ideas of human-spatial connection along the waterfront in the City of New
York were being tossed about. James Serrell recounted the idea of altering the East River and
extending the waterfront by filling in parts of it. He wrote that adding 10.5 more miles of
waterfront for “splendid wharves and piers in the most substantial manner” was only befitting of
the greatest city in the World (Serrell 1867). Serrell wanted to connect Manhattan and Brooklyn
at the southernmost point of the former, adding 10.5 miles of waterfront as well as 2500 acres of
land.
Well after the Civil War, the waterfront became a place of industry and was walled off by
warehouses and other manufacturing and wholesale spaces (Gastil 2002), thereby cutting off the
already dwindling waterways from residential uses. With the advent of other forms of travel,
containerization, and other modernizations, the waterways and waterfront began
decommercializing. By the time the government began regulating the waterways and the land at
the water’s edge, with the New York City Department of Docks in 1870 and the quasi-public
entity the New York–New Jersey Port Authority in 1921, more land barriers to the waterfront
were being created in the form of railways and highways on the waterfront. Often times huge
swaths of waterfront land were rendered inaccessible by this action (L. Michael Krieger 1979).
New York’s rapid growth outward into the four other boroughs also contributed to the halting of
industrialization along the Manhattan waterfront, and “the industrial barrier between the public
and the water remained even after its function ended” (Gastil 2002).
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Nieuw-Amsterdam is the former Dutch name for what is now the City of New York, renamed as such when the English took
control of the colony in 1664.
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By the mid-twentieth century, the waterfront was blighted and the waterways polluted to a
degree that rendered both undesirable (L. Michael Krieger 1979). This blight and the deromanticization of the waterfront led to less use. Beyond the physical/spatial and practical
problems that had befallen the waterfront and the waterways, a subconscious psychological
paradigm shift took place that altered the public’s perception of the “water’s edge.” Activist Jane
Jacobs noted that an edge may be a barrier even when physical impediment is not a major factor,
creating something she dubbed “vacuum areas” (Tiemann 1985) David Tiemann notes that
“edges generally act as boundaries or barriers between different districts. The strongest physical
characteristic of the waterfront is that it is an edge between water and land” (Tiemann 1985).
These areas were swiftly dismissed as undesirable for most. From an urban planning and design
perspective, consequently, the public hesitated to approach the waterfront space on account of a
psychospatial barrier, and thus fully realize its utility, and imagine new uses and designs.
Containerization, innovations in transportation, changing industrial landscapes were not
themselves problems. On the contrary, these developments were natural and are by and large
positive. The issue with the waterfront and its uses came with the constantly changing intentions
of planners and designers, very much so during and after the Erie Canal period. These problems
plaguing the waterfront and the NYC waterways today arose from reactions against, as opposed
to development in tandem with the changing makeup of the waterfront, again to a large extent
during the mid-nineteenth century. Indeed the waterfront of today’s New York “serve[s] as front
yard and service alley, cultural stage and civic space, playground and profit center. In short it is
the paradigmatic site for the future of public life” (Gastil 2002). After the nearly complete decay
of the waterfront, the 1980s and yielded a group of scholars, planners, and activists seeking to
reimagine it as a multidimensional space for the future of the city.
The importance of the mid-nineteenth century for the waterfront should not be understated.
With the Erie Canal’s construction came multilateral changes for the entire country, the physical
inflection point being New York harbor. Beginning in the 1830s, trade and economic
development was exploded in New York City like never before, quickly catapulting it to the most
important city in the nation. Because of the city’s greater reliance on waterborne trade, the
waterfront’s uses had to change drastically. The waterfront was always disconnected from
residential life in at least a small way; even in the Old World significant (and dirty) commercial
activities had taken place by the waterfront, and to live close to such things was considered
undesirable and simply unclean. By this way of thinking, a more heavily commercial waterfront
would have become all the less desirable for residential living. For this reason alone, the post1830s waterfront was poised for significant changes in use. Most importantly, given the
consequence of this period, an abnormal rate of change in planning and design intentions along
the waterfront would have even more significantly impacted land and transportation use for some
time to come.
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RESEARCH DESIGN
The principal source of data and documentation for this project are pre-20th century maps and
plans of New York City and its environs. These maps were usually commissioned by the
municipal government or private individuals for publication in atlases and guides that would go
up for sale, or simply to be used in closed government records. Such documents were not
intended to be studied by the public. Cartographers, lithographers, engravers, surveyors and
publishers were primarily of elite stock, often dabbling (as one would in nineteenth century New
York City) in architecture.
This project came across a number of secondary sources that provided useful bibliographies and
tidy historical background that might otherwise have been tedious to obtain. Very comprehensive
assessments, analyses, and histories of the NYC Waterfront such as those of Ann Buttenwieser
and Raymond Gastil have been helpful in better understanding the background of early life on
the waterfront. Furthermore, there are a handful of Masters’ and PhD dissertations, some from
the Columbia GSAPP, that deal with the NYC waterfront, whose bibliographies and analytical
framework were helpful.
The research for this project was mostly archival and involved analyzing the original planning
documents to establish a set of waterfront land use and transportation changes that took place
before and after the building of the Erie Canal. The purpose of this analysis was not only to
underscore these changes but also to attempt to explain why the changing use of the waterfront
changed the built environment.

Evidence
The evidence collected from the sources detailed below was in several types, including maps and
city plans. Maps that denote transportation patterns (pedestrian, horse-drawn personal and
commercial, and semi-public) before, during, and after the Erie Canal period helped convey how
transportation patterns along the waterfront changed with the building of the Canal, largely
between 1817 and 1825. Engravings of the landscape also added value, though their
interpretation is more difficult and could have been more superficial. These maps and engravings
were mostly of Lower Manhattan and Brooklyn. Also for this period were collected city plans
and related commentary, focused on the same area, such as that by Eugene Birch (Jackson, et al.,
eds. 2010). This shed light on the top-down planning practices that were being implemented
during this time, which may or may not have entirely trickled down to real development.

Sources
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These documents were mostly found in the New York Public Library (Rare Maps Division),
Municipal Archives on Reade Street, New-York Historical Society (NYHS), Museum of the
City of New York (MCNY), and the Columbia University Library System. Maps and city plans
relevant to the period were sought from the Public Library and Municipal Archives, some
ancillary personal accounts in journals and other unpublished and published material, as well as
other such maps, at the NYHS and MCNY, and primary and secondary source material on the
period from the Columbia libraries. These sources were generally sought for the period of 1807
to 1830, at the inception of the Erie Canal’s plan and slightly beyond its formal completion,
though pieces from well before and after this period were considered. A handful of
Congressional documents were sourced from the U.S. National Archives’ main branch in
Washington, D.C. as well as an auxiliary location at the University of Maryland at College Park.

Collection Process
The collection process primarily included copious note-taking. For maps and plans,
photocopying and/or PDF capture, sometimes digitizing the documents for the first time, was
the most common. The few personal accounts used to inform background were also taken down
as notes. In some cases where rare books and maps could not be photocopied, manual
transcription was necessary.

Data Analysis
Analyzing the data in these sources took place on several levels. An assessment of the timeline of
changes in land use and transportation patterns was the overarching goal, including changes in
residential vs. commercial and open space land uses, travel patterns (waterborne, pedestrian,
vehicular), and waterway and road systems. This was done on different levels according to
sources, such as the municipal level, state level, resident level, commercial level, and landowner
level. After having broken down these different written and visual sources, and extracted
information from them, the different land uses and transportation patterns along the waterfront
before, during, and after the construction of the canal were documented, in order to piece
together the collective change that took place during the period.
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THE RELATIVE STILLNESS OF THE PRE-ERIE CANAL
MANHATTAN WATERFRONT
Before the completion of the Erie Canal in 1825, New York City was already a burgeoning
global shipping hub. Though the port experienced the typically American, exponential growth
pattern from its Nieuw-Amsterdam beginnings through to the New York of the early nineteenth
century, this growth was relatively minimal. Nevertheless, the space along the City’s waterfront
was the subject of much discourse; early architects, surveyors, and government officials were
constantly trying to shift commercial burdens and even infill land masses to maximize the
efficiency of the enormous operation that was one of the largest waterfronts in the world.

The Late 18th-century Manhattan Waterfront: Remnants of Nieuw-Amsterdam
The Lower Manhattan waterfront, the densest section of the waterfront of New York City as a
whole, given the city’s origins, was a relatively busy and organic space after the American
Revolution. As this 1770s French engraving of the water’s edge suggests, well before the Erie
Canal there was plenty of waterborne commercial activity, but it and the waterfront was
integrated into the greater life and systems of the city (Leizelt ca. 1775). The viewer can see
pleasure and commercial craft, both leisure and business activities. Just yards from a family with
musical instruments stands shipbuilding, logging, and various products being traded. Because
waterborne transportation of the population was still a significant operation, one would have
seen citizens from all walks of life using the waterfront on a daily basis. This Leizelt engraving of
“La Nouvelle Yorck” in “L’Amerique Septentrionale,” New York City in the New World, also
exposes landscaping (street trees and grassland) on flats up to the water’s edge, providing
pedestrian access to the water, in addition to the built-up wharves that served commercial
activities. These wharves were usually privately maintained and were nowhere near as elaborate
engineering systems as would be required by the later, post-Erie Canal waterfront. Finally, the
engraving, of what might be a lower Hudson Riverfront, captures mixed-use buildings that may
have housed government functions, commercial activities, and housing for a seafaring workforce.
Indeed, this workforce was living along the waterfront even well after the construction of the
canal.
A detailed map of New York in 1780 conveys a number of land uses in a paradigm quite distinct
from later years. Keeping in mind that the Erie Canal serviced primarily the Hudson River
(West) side of Manhattan, this map conveys how significantly less built-out
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Figure 1: 1770s French engraving of most likely the Hudson Riverfront, west side of Manhattan. Museum of the City of
New York.
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Figure 2: 1780 Map of New York, charted by Mr. McComb. Museum of the City of New York.
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the land mass on the West side of the island was in the 18th century (McComb 1780). The
water’s edge came just beyond Greenwich Street, and also significantly was not the street itself;
in later years “West Street” itself would effectively serve as the water’s edge, contributing to a
physical disconnection from the streetscape. Furthermore, the reader can see how much more
concentrated the commercial burdens of the city were on the East Side (to the south); most of
the piers of the city at this time were constructed here.
In terms of building uses, both because of their build locations but also the smaller land massing
on the West Side, one can see churches, educational facilities, and private homes directly on or
less than two blocks from the water’s edge. The storied Trinity Church on Broadway, where it
still stands today (in its second incarnation), Columbia College (“The College,” as the
cartographer lists it), and “Mr. Lispenard’s4 house” are the more significant examples of semiprivate and private land abutting and close to the waterfront with a proximity that would later be
nearly impossible given the level of waterborne commercial activity on the island.

The 1807 and 1811 Plans for New York City
In 1801 French architect Joseph-François Mangin, who had fled France during the French
Revolution for New York City, partnered with surveyor Casimir Goerck, commissioned by the
Common Council,5 to create what is now known as the Mangin-Goerck Plan of 1803 (Leggo
Bros & Co., 1803), or the 1803 Plan of New York. Though originally intended by the Common
Council to be merely regulatory (Geographicus "1807 Bridges Map of New York City (1871
reissue)" 2011), Mangin took advantage of his joint commission with the soon-to-be-deceased
Goerck to redesign the New York streetscape and waterfront. Though originally from France,
Mangin’s design thinking had nevertheless been influenced by discourse on design during his
time in the United States. His plan was summarily rejected by the Common Council in favor of
what would later become the Commissioners’ Plan of 1811 or the 1811 Commissioners’ Plan for
New York, but so evocative was his thinking that it was later pirated by City Surveyor William
Bridges in his own Plan of the City of New York in 1807. This penultimate plan before the 1811
Plan conveyed a sense of the ambitious thinking of the time.
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Leonard Lispenard was an influential 18th-century merchant, political official, and landowner in New York State.
New York City’s Common Council was the precursor to the later Board of Alderman and then finally the contemporary City
Council.
5
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Figure 3: 1811 Plan of New York City. Museum
of the City of New York.
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In the early 1803 Plan as well as the refined 1807 edition, the modern Manhattan waterfront
begins to manifest itself. The reader can see the creation of West, South, and East Streets as the
new “edge” of the land massing of Manhattan, a extra one to three blocks to of which abuts these
streets had to be built out on each side. The plan shows the docks that were added on the West
Side and wharves at the South since the 1780 plan, some of which had to be overtaken by the
build out in land mass as the map also depicts. To these docks and wharves, the map expresses
that there was still a preference for the East Side (at the south) in terms of shouldering
commercial burdens; this would soon change after the Erie Canal.
On the building scale, the State Prison was erected on the soon-to-be valuable Hudson
Riverfront since the 1780 plan, and we continue to see churches within several blocks of the
water’s edge, such as the Methodist Church on Duane Street and the New Friends’ Meeting
House on Roosevelt Street to the east. Both of these were new construction since the previous
plan and convey the continued intentionality of mixed-usedness, in the contemporary sense, in
terms of construction along the waterfront. Columbia College sits at the base of Park Place.
The street design on the 1807 Plan of the City of New York raises circulation questions (most
importantly here, along the waterfront). Bridges (and of course Mangin) envisioned squares
(“Hamilton,” “Cresent,” and “Stuyvesant”) not unlike those in London beginning in the 18th
century, to the north and south of Stuyvesant Street, on the former site of the estate of Peter
Stuyvesant, 6 only one of which (Stuyvesant) stands today (Bridges 1807). This would have
involved filling in the East River, which also manifested itself on the 1811 Plan (Bridges 1811)
and some of which the City effected later in the nineteenth century.7 On the West Side, Bridges
imagined a more complete build-out of land into the Hudson waterfront with more of a
circulatory connection to it via the multiplicity of West Street’s openings to each cross-street. He
seemed to want residential and commercial access to the waterfront on every street that
intersected with it. Though this connection was more whole, Bridges could not have envisioned
the large number of piers which would arise later on in the nineteenth century, after the
construction of the Erie Canal, those which would arguably disconnect commercial and
residential life. The waterborne commercial activity at this time relied on slips like Old, New,
and Peck as the Island curved east.
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Peter Stuyvesant was the last Director-General of Nieuw-Nederland.

	
  As the Van Zo Post and Rich theses from Columbia’s former School of Mines detail, which will be referenced later.	
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Figure 4: 1803 expression of the Plan of New York City. Museum of the City of New York.
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The 1807 Plan provokes several questions about design and planning intentionality in New York
City before the Erie Canal. A question of whether the Plan was comprehensive not only in terms
of scale but also incorporation of city-wide thinking (via Bridges and Mangin) implies that
architects may have envisioned A. the commercial burdens of New York City to remain
concentrated in Lower Manhattan even after the “gridding” of space above Canal Street and/or
B. a predominantly residential waterfront. The absence of piers to service waterborne commerce
on the West Side and absence of space for public works signals these two possible intentions.
Even the proliferation of parks in what would become Stuyvesant Town that did not come to
fruition showcases particularly Mangin’s arguable optimism for a civilized residential Upper
Manhattan, though less of which would come about after the 1811 Plan was executed. This
further provokes the question of why the land use of early-“Upper” Manhattan did not include
more of an intersection with the waterfront if it was indeed meant to service the public as
housing and residential public space.
Beyond these residential use questions, one ponders the public intentionality of pre-Erie Canal
Manhattan, in this case some of which can be investigated on the 1807 Plan. It is unclear if the
intention of the space to serve the public’s use and transportation needs instead of be fully
exploited for economic development or if there is necessarily a difference. It is possible that
before the construction of the Erie Canal the intention of city planners was more to serve the
public with open space, avenues for transportation, and ample and flexible opportunities for
residential living than to fully flesh out the physical space’s economic potential. The 1807 Plan
may imply this, and given its two architects’ interactions with the prevailing municipal and state
political actors at the time, this may not have been without outside influence. Founding Father
Gouverneur Morris, “architect” in his own right of the 1811 Plan, wrote emphatically that the
Plan should “united regularity and order with the Public convenience and benefit…a city is to be
composed principally of the habitations of men, and that straight-sided and right-angled houses
are the most cheap to build and the most convenient to live in.” (New York (State)
Commissioners for Improvement of Internal Navigation 1811) This thinking implies that spaces
along the waterfront were being planned for residential uses, which then made the waterfront
suffer for having to bear the unforeseen economic development land use burdens that the Erie
Canal (fortunately) brought to New York.
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Figure 5: 1807 Revised Plan of New York City. U.S. National Archives copy, digitized for this thesis.
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The Battery and Changes in Perceptions of Public Use
Indeed it was not only at the Municipal level that this possibly clouding emphasis on public use
prevailed at the time. New York petitioned to Congress in 1820 for the return of the entirety of
the Battery from the Federal Government after it had erected “works of defence thereon” on the
grounds “That the…cession was subject to a proviso that upon the…grounds ceasing to be so
used, or for such other purposes as the public may be immediately interested in it should revert to
the grantors” (U.S. Senate Committee on Military Affairs 1819 - 1821) Congress responded first
with H.R. 11 by confirming the legality of the cession and that it was hereby “authorized at such
time and in such manner as in [the President of the United States’] judgment the public interest
may require to retrocede to the corporation of the City of New York a tract of land situated on
and near the Battery in the said City, either with or without the works erected thereon by the
United States…” (U.S. House of Representatives 1821 - 1823) The cession was passed in the
House and Senate through the aforementioned House Bill H.R. 11 and then Senate Bill S. 48
(U.S. Senate 1819 - 1821), both of the 16th Congress. Though this language confirmed New
York’s investment in public interest and public use for the Battery, both of these remained
extremely vague ideas, trending toward simply the Public’s use of the land as recreational park
space or pleasant open space to abut their residences. This vague language, even at the Federal
level, would become problematic for the intentions of public spaces of New York.

Manhattan’s Waterfront Just Prior to the Completion of the Erie Canal
A map charted by David Longworth in 1817, explicitly to show comparative growth over the
past 88 years in the City of New York, provides an excellent snapshot of Manhattan’s waterfront
just before the completion of the Erie Canal in 1825. Generally, the viewer can see that not
much has changed in terms of the piers, slips, docks, and wharves (except, perhaps, for the
expansion of verbiage describing such a thing) on the east and west sides of the island
(Longworth 1817). Numbered here are 22 piers on the West Side and 26 piers on the East Side.
The expansion of these systems just after the turn of the nineteenth century seems to have
remained relatively stable in this regard up until this point. Noteworthy
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Figure 6: 1817 (inset, 1729) Comparative Map of New York City. Museum of the City of New York.
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additions, though, include the three fortifications, Castle Clinton off of the Battery, the North
Fort, and Fort Gansevort, erected in response to the War of 1812, and a large directly-waterfront
marketplace on the East Side. A marketplace such as this and several which would arise on the
West Side shortly after the Erie Canal would just as quickly disappear with the rising perceived
value of waterfront land in satisfying the increasing commercial activity that came to the Hudson
River.
The Longworth map also includes an inset map of the island from 1729. This inset shows the
limited number of docks, comparatively, and the use of what was labeled as “yards” instead,
simply spaces along the waterfront operated for commerce but without built-out space into the
water for dockage. The drastic change in land mass is also expressed well via this inset, compared
with the 1817 island. Finally, one can see the number of residences on or near the waterfront in
1729, compared with the fewer and fewer residences thereon over the course of 80+ years.
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THE SWELLING OF THE POST-ERIE CANAL
MANHATTAN AND BROOKLYN WATERFRONTS
The Construction of the Canal
The idea of connecting the Atlantic Ocean with the western United States had origins in the
Colonial Era; there had always existed a transportation problem between the interior of the
nation and its waterfront. Early references to such a problem led to substantive consideration of a
solution in the early nineteenth century and even after the rejection of such a “mad” idea by
President Thomas Jefferson, New York State Governor DeWitt Clinton received approval in
1817 from the state legislature for $7 million of funding for the construction of a mega canal
(Finch 1925). It was Governor Clinton who was the most responsible for selling the “dream” of
the Erie Canal and its possible economic impacts on the nation, the least piece of evidence of
which were the number of flotillas and cannon during the “Grand Celebration” water parade
celebrating its completion (Whiteford 1922).
Construction began on July 4th, 1817 at Rome, NY and was no small feat. Advanced engineering
technology used mostly human and water power to blast through dolomitic limestone and create
a series of 36 locks that would enjoin parcels of land over a total elevation differential of 565 feet
(Finch 1925). The canal was constructed in several stages that, at its completion in 1825, would
be combined to run 363 miles from Albany to Buffalo (at Lake Erie). Once this historic
transportation disconnection between the resources in the Midwest and the Atlantic Ocean was
effectively cured, New York City became the most important port for most of the trade from the
West, reaching a gross tonnage level of almost 12 million at the end of the nineteenth century
(Corbin 1910). Waterborne trade continued to be the most cost-effective for some time until the
advent of the railroad, and thus the key international trading point for many of the natural
resources from the United States became New York, notably via the Hudson River. The canal
also allowed the Eastern United States to more cost-effectively provide manufactured goods to
the Midwest (Koeppel 2009). Most importantly for this exercise, the canal contributed
significantly to the growth in personal and municipal wealth in New York City and fomented an
unprecedented commercial development of the physical space along its waterfront.

The Waterfront of 1832-1855
By 1832, when the first of a series of post-Erie Canal maps of New York City was charted, the
Manhattan waterfront had begun to reflect the increased level of commerce that the canal drove.
According to Humphrey Phelps’ map of the city, the West Side of Manhattan now counted 30+
piers and the East Side 56+ piers, not to mention the various historic slips and other uncounted
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jutting and flush land that serviced waterborne activity (Phelps 1832). Notably, the West Side
stands in stark contrast to its pre-Erie Canal state on which rudimentary docks jutted out from
what was at that point nearly one and a half blocks inward from West Street. The map’s reader
notes that old ferries such as that to Powles Hook in New Jersey still existed, yet alongside two
new ferries to Brooklyn on the East Side, one to the Navy Yard (in Brooklyn) specifically, and
one to Connecticut, among others. The number of public markets had grown to 10, including
the Fulton Market at Front and South Streets, and the Washington Market on Vesey Street.
Though these would disappear quickly enough because of the skyrocketing value of the
waterfront in servicing purely waterborne activity, this may underscore the intention of capturing
simply the increased density of the waterfront for its economic value (to a public market-based
business). Alongside all of this development, institutions such as Columbia College still
remained at the foot of Park Place, and churches and residences did still exist within several
blocks of the water’s edge.
Over the next two decades, the Manhattan waterfront grew to house 41 piers on the West Side
and a total of 15 new ferries and steamboats8 (Burr 1833). An 1833 map also shows the new
proposed build-out on the East Side of the island several blocks eastward between 5th and 23rd
Streets. By 1840, piers had spread beyond the State Prison on the West Side, which had up until
this point abutted the water’s edge (Map of New York City, New York ca. 1840). As the mass
of the island continued to be built out, fewer and fewer non-commercial public building such as
this would stand directly on, or within several blocks of the waterfront. By 1852, New Yorkers
would be living on an island built out by three and sometimes four entire blocks in the three
directions west, south, and east, as the Hayward map tells its reader (Hayward 1852).
Though development seemed to rise more on the West Side than on the East, perhaps due to
the Erie Canal’s connection with the Hudson River, the 1855 “Map shewing the old High
Water Line along the shores of Brooklyn & New York together with The Pier Lines as
established by Law” depicts with incredible detail the changing land uses of the East Side near
Wallabout Bay, in part after some mid-nineteenth-century State legislations altering the
waterways, as well as parts of the West Side in another piece (Graves 1855). On the East Side,
the reader can see the scattering of mostly warehouses, mills, and factories (Manhattan Gas
Light Co. and the East River Saw Mills, for example) along the water’s edge almost exclusively.
Several non-commercial public buildings such as schools (Public School No. 2 on Henry Street,
Public Primary School Nos. 5 and 20 on Cherry Street, and Public School No. 25 at Monroe
Place and Gouverneur Street, for example), stood several blocks inward. Leadworks, oil mills,
flour mills, and so forth stood equally as exclusively on the Brooklyn waterfront across the East
River, whereas retail was situated slightly further inward. A notable feature of the West Side
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The steamboat was only just becoming a viable transportation option at this time.
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during this period, and a possible exception to this dearth of non-commercial public buildings,
was the overabundance of hotels sometimes within one block of the water’s edge (including the
Pacific Hotel between Courtland and Dey Streets on Washington Street, the Barclay Street
Hotel directly on West Street, the Washington and Atlantic Hotels on Battery Place, and almost
10 other hotels in the area). These were likely erected to service the ever-increasing number
commercial and merchant travelers who, it would thus seem, spent most of their time conducting
business on the West Side. The changing land uses during these several decades taken together
highlight the changing intentions of planning and occupation of space at the time, after the Erie
Canal had the chance to impact the area.
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Figure 7: 1832 Lower Manhattan Waterfront, charted by Humphrey Phelps. Museum of the City of New York.
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Figure 8: 1852 Map of the City of New York, charted by Mr. Hayward. Museum of the City of New York.
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Figure 9: 1833 Map of the City of New York, charted by Mr. Burr. Museum of the City of New York.
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The Waterfront of 1860-1873
Thirty-five years after the completion of the Erie Canal, the Manhattan and Brooklyn (still its
own city) waterfronts were almost unrecognizable. With the continued expansion of the land
mass, the only notable remaining public market on the waterfront was the West Washington
Market between Piers 20 and 24, between Day and Vesey Streets. Even this was cutoff from the
water’s edge by West Street (Map of the Lower Section of the City of New York, Showing High
and Low Water Lines 186-?). This 1860s map points out this expansion in comparing the 1796,
1808, and 1857 State ordinances expanding Manhattan into the water. The map also charts the
expansion of the bulkhead pier lines as well as the high and low waterlines, drastic in their
difference from 17th-century lines particularly in what is now the Financial District. Another
map from this decade charts the now 29+ ferry and steamship routes between New Jersey,
Manhattan, Brooklyn, Staten Island, Connecticut, and other states (J. Rapkin ca. 1860).
New York City’s Department of Docks was established in 1870 to manage the now-deeply
complex systems of transportation, commerce, and engineering along the Manhattan waterfront.
Within two years, a map reflecting the significant changes that had taken place within even the
early part of the decade was charted. The map shows at least 50 piers on the West Side and at
least 70 on the East Side at this point (Gen. Geo. B. McClellan 1872). Though it would appear
that the East Side continued to develop, land uses have shown that there was more commerce on
the West Side, with the East serving as more of a locally-focused, maintenance-based area (much
of the East Side had been simply shipyards until recently). This 1872 map details a waterfront
after the effects of both the 1811 grid and Erie Canal had been realized; nearly every foot of the
water’s edge was built up with dockage and piers. Looking elsewhere one can see the extent to
which this development also completely ignored the natural environment (historic meadowland,
made land, and marsh land) in so coming about (Viele 1874). North-South avenues also more
often than not cut off the water’s edge from east-west streets; very few streets emptied directly
into a pier. With not only this level of development but also the drastically different usage of the
waterfront, it was difficult for land uses not to have changed as significantly as they did. The
intention to leave remaining and certainly build non-commercial public buildings near the
water’s edge had become nearly prohibitive in terms of circulation, economics, and other factors.
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Figure 10: ca. 1860 Map of New York. Museum of the City of New York.
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Figure 11: 1855 Map of New York City, charted by Mr. Graves. New York Public Library.
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Physical Waterfront Changes that Accompanied the 1871 Establishment of the New
York City Department of Docks
Later in the nineteenth century the formation of the New York City Department of Docks
coincided with the taking of nearly the entire waterfront through the legal framework of eminent
domain (Van Zo Post 1889). New York’s intentions to continue to grow the waterfront were
quite clear. The Board of Estimate9 became embroiled in a State Supreme Court battle over the
taking, which resulted in that taking being upheld on account of an abutment of the space to
ostensibly publicly-used streets. The takings and these post-Canal plans would result in a goal
wharfage capacity of 25,570 square feet, compared with merely 7,600 square feet in the pre-1871
scheme (Van Zo Post 1889). Though the plan involved the active enhancement of the waterfront
the execution of these changing intentions also manifested themselves through an early
interpretation of an application of the concept of takings through declarations of blightedness.
As Van Zo Post notes, “Besides this gain to commerce10 and the removal of nearly 300,000 cubic
yards of rotting crib-work impregnated with sewage, this would prone a paying enrichment to
the city…” Part of Van Zo Post’s engineering analysis indirectly utilized textual municipal
records, which exposed this part of the City Government’s methodology. The Government’s
intentions to substantially grow the waterfront physically in this case involved the emphasis on its
decay as much as an emphasis on its lack of commercial capacity.
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The New York City Board of Estimate was the precursor, in part, to the contemporary New York City Council.
Here, Van Zo Post refers to the expansion of the physical capacity of the waterfront, its wharfage square footage, in order to
satisfy the burgeoning commercial waterfront after the Erie Canal had been built earlier in the nineteenth century.
10
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Figure 12: ca. 1889 Engineering Map of the
Hudson Riverfront, Albert Van Zo Post.
Columbia University Archives (digitized for this
thesis).
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Figure 13: ca. 1883 map comparing bulkhead lines of the Hudson Riverfront, by Jacob Monroe Rich. Columbia University
Archives (digitized for this thesis).
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The bulk of Van Zo Post’s analysis of the changes along the waterfront in the 1860s and 70s,
which constitute a nebulous plan by the City Government, came to fruition by the following
detail:
1. A continuation of West Street, widened to 250 feet upon its line between West 11th
Street and Gansevoort Street to the intersection of this line with 13th Avenue
2. The removal of all buildings, piers, earth, mud, and crib work West of this 250-foot
Street to a depth of 25 feet below the mean low water mark
3. The building of a standard bulkhead wall along the West side of the expanded
waterfront
4. The building of 21 new piers, each of 80 feet wide and from 450 to 530 feet long, with
slips 160 feet wide between
Though long after the completion of the Erie Canal, the detail of these proposals and the extent
to which attention was being paid to the growth of the waterfront (to the point of the creation of
a new city agency) makes the city’s intentions for it clearer. After the commercial boom that the
city experienced after the building of the canal, and other accompanying changes such as
population growth, it almost had no choice but to devote resources to and expand the waterfront
to shoulder these commercial burdens.
So drastic did some consider the physical expansion of the waterfront that another engineer
penned, “The proposals of 1832, 1836 & subsequently … show in a marked manner how little
consideration was given to the subject of limiting the encroachments on the river channels, upon
the preserval [sic] of which the whole value of the harbor is dependent, the depths at the
entrances of the harbor being governed by the volume and rapidity of the currents” (Rich 1883).
Rich went so far as to declare that the aforementioned growth had and would continue to
infringe upon the health of the river channels, the bulkhead walls, and the water itself. From a
more technical perspective, the heavy growth intentions surrounding the waterfront of the city
government were so radical that they may have begun to even compromise the integrity of the
natural and built environments thereon.
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Figure 14: ca. 1883 engineering drawing of changing Hudson Riverfront, Jacob Monroe Rich. Columbia University Archives
(digitized for this thesis).
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Figure 15: ca. 1883 photograph of Hudson Riverfront bulkhead construction, Jacob Monroe Rich. Columbia University
Archives (digitized for this thesis).
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EFFECTS OF CHANGING INTENTIONS FOR THE NEW
YORK CITY WATERFRONT
The changing physical and commercial demands of the streetscape, natural (marine)
environment, and the water’s edge after the completion of the Erie Canal significantly changed
the requirements and intentions of urban planning and design in New York City. Both
organically and deliberately, the non-commercial public was drawn away from the waterfront,
leading to disconnected transportation networks that would only become more so over time, with
imbalanced land development upon them. The effects of these planning changes as a response to
the completion of the Erie Canal in 1825 were arguably the most long-lasting in the City’s
history, and continue to inform, for better or worse, public and private development, land use,
and transportation along the waterfront today.

Key Changes Along the Waterfront
Changes in these intentions manifested themselves in a number of key transformations that have
been described above. A significant increase in the number of piers along both the West and
East Sides of Manhattan (as well as to a lesser extent Brooklyn) was perhaps the most marked
reflection of the growth of the waterfront during this time. The increase in ferry routes also
underscores the growth in both the commercial and non-commercial transportation demands for
the city. Furthermore, the inter-state nature of some of these ferry routes hints at the important
place that the city came to hold as a hub for commerce, then mostly waterborne. Given the
transportation landscape at the time, the waterways served as the most efficient way to trade.
In terms of use, there was a discernable movement of non-commercial public buildings and
residences from the waterfront inward. Some of this was organic, with the build-out of the
physical land mass of Manhattan, but new construction of these buildings also did not take place
on that new land. Whereas the waterfront may have once been a romantic setting for a country
residence, a convenient site location for a public market, or even a secure location for a prison, its
commercial value had become too high to not capture for commercial users.
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Figure 16: 1840 Map of New York. Museum of the City of New York.
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The physical space of the island of Manhattan and to a lesser extent Brooklyn had also been
added to significantly. Where private actors began to upgrade their wharves and docks in the
early nineteenth century, the public sector later exercised rights of eminent domain to claim
waterfront lands and build them out to add to the city’s acreage. Indeed with the increased levels
of trade after the Erie Canal was built (with New York City as its terminus), such a thing was
nearly demanded of the city.
The canal also impacted gradual changes on both the East and West Sides of Manhattan
individually. A seeming refocus of the East Side on warehousing, shipbuilding, and storage
compared with the more active trade that took place on the West Side may have been organic
because of the Hudson River’s participation in the greater Erie Canal system. Beyond these
differences, both sides of the island came to house light industry more complex than that of
before. Saw mills, oil refineries, and other uses required more space and more infrastructure than
simply houses of trade or storage facilities.
Of course many proposed changes in the nineteenth century did not come to fruition, such as the
Mangin grid system or a further build out of the East Side of Manhattan. The Mangin grid may
have been passed over because it might not have provided enough of an expeditious streetscape
for the flourishing commercial base of the city. Some of the physical expansion foci of the
Department of Docks in the 1870s may have centered on the West Side instead of the East Side
simply because it required a more complex engineering analysis due to its heavier use. These and
other unrealized proposals also speak to the changing intentions of decision-makers during the
period.
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Figure 17: ca. 1860 Map of New York Showing the High and Low Water Lines. New York Public Library.
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A Disconnect in Transportation
Chiefly on account of the increased commercial reliance on and economic value of the
waterfront, non-commercial public buildings, residential real estate development, and
consequently residential land uses moved further and further inward from the waterfront,
inasmuch as they moved upward through the island of Manhattan, further into Brooklyn, etc.
Intentions of city planners and architects had to change to accommodate this. One outcome of
changing intentions was that early land-based transportation networks, comprised of both
commercial and leisure (non-work-related) transportation activities, and which included
pedestrian, horse-drawn carriage, and later horse-drawn bus infrastructure had less of a reason
when carrying leisure/non-commercial commuters to head in the direction of the water, with
more and more commercial activity dominating the water’s edge. Given the deep impact that the
Erie Canal had on large-scale planning and design trends, and a lasting impact at that, these
channels and their users which would begin to disconnect physically from the waterfront only
continued to travel to and connect with it over time.
Beyond physical-spatial connectivity issues, directionality in terms of the transportation planning
of the Manhattan streetscape, specifically, was solidified during the time of the construction of
the Canal, possibly as a result of what planners at the time predicted would define the city’s
movements. This rigid North/South verticality would come to define Manhattan and even serve
as a model for other grids throughout the World, and it may have also been responsible, in part,
for the disconnection mentioned above. The sudden, unexplained, and significant rejection of
the “Mangin Plan” in favor of the final 1811 Plan for what is now Manhattan’s grid was likely
not simply the result of a personal distaste for its foreign architect. Mangin’s 1807 plan, after all,
was largely based upon a careful synthesis of Manhattan’s past, inasmuch as it reflected a
predilection for the Old World city; considering the past when predicting the future was all that
could have been expected of Mr. Mangin. The newly-appointed planning Commissioners at the
time, Morris, Rutherford, and DeWitt, though, much more a set of political insiders with
intimate knowledge of (and in part, direct impact on) the Erie Canal and its implications,
seemed to apply the grid system for its assumed ease of transversal through a minimized number
of angles and a maximized number of street-to-street connections. Coupled with the professed
ease of constructing homes at right angles,11 it would seem that the Commissioners also felt that
these angles were also the easiest on which to cross the island of Manhattan.	
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See Gouverneur Morris’ comment on his 1811 Plan.
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Figure 18: 1872 Map of New York, Department of Docks. New York Public Library.
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Inasmuch as this directionality was meant certainly to maximize the efficiency of residential land
development and perhaps also transportation, some might argue that this allowed for an overburdening of the very streetscape that was meant to simplify its network of roads. Gerard
Koeppel reflects that “Mangin idealized crooked Dutch-era streets by straightening and
widening them. He widened the city itself with streets that had not yet been created by river
landfill.”12 (Koeppel 2007) But at the same time “Mangin’s plan was irregularity made regular,
regularity made irregular…Manhattan would have become a weak magnet for metal cars and
trucks.” Though he speaks from a contemporary perspective, a perspective that includes the very
knowledge of the existence of such cars and trucks, which were foreseen by the populace of
nineteenth century New York, his point more broadly is that the lack of up-down directionality
in Mangin’s plan, though incomplete in only having planned half of the island of Manhattan,
may have allowed for less congestion in the future. This may have even applied to early
transportation options, though there is little evidence of it.
In assessing the changing intentions in land use and development as well as road networks for
transportation, it is relevant finally to consider the seeming privileging of the road networks in
post-Erie Canal Manhattan over the rivers as networks for waterborne transportation. Though
Mssrs. Morris, Rutherford, and DeWitt could not have foreseen the advent of the automobile,
they seemed to want the future of the island of Manhattan to be reliant not on waterborne
transportation primarily, but land-based transportation. The highlighting of not only the
extensive north-south avenues but also the lining of the waterfront with these very avenues both
serve as evidence for this intention. This may have coincided with the thinking that the rivers
would become more the domain of commerce and trade, just as land use patterns involve more
commercial uses along the waterfront. Herein lies a possible multi-faceted reasoning for the
disuse, and continued disuse, of the waterfront over time after this period.
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It was not, of course, Mangin alone who proposed to widen the island of Manhattan by river landfill. This was proposed and
executed by almost all urban planners and designers at the time.
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Figure 19: 1873 Map of New York, charted by Mr. Viele. New York
Public Library.
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Re-imagined Development Along the Waterfront
New York City land development, mostly in Manhattan, sped up in the mid-nineteenth century,
once the 1811 grid was laid and the Erie Canal was completed in 1825. The ease with which
development could take place after the remaining colonial Nieuw-Amsterdam estates had been
taken through eminent domain and parsed out during the laying of the grid coupled with the
sheer amount of personal wealth and commercial economic activity infused into New York City
was a formidable combination. More commercial activity than ever took place along the
waterfront as a result of the Erie Canal, as evidenced even by the number of hotels set up for
merchants traveling to the area (Graves 1855). Expansions of the land mass, and plans for such
expansions, with the hope of both “smoothing” the massing of Manhattan and Brooklyn for
further ease of docking as well as simply to provide more space mostly for commercial activity
serve as further signaling of this development. At the same time, though, it appeared that both
organically and as a result of urban planning intentions the public was disusing the waterfront. A
large public market (Washington Market) along the Hudson River ceased to exist (Phelps 1832).
Mr. Mangin’s handful of public parks planned in the former Stuyvesant Estate on the East River
never came to fruition (Bridges 1807). The Erie Canal sped up development everywhere,
especially along the waterfront, but this development was by and large for private, not public,
benefit. More interesting was that especially given the official language involved with the reintegration of the Battery into the public domain from the U.S. Military, notably the emphasis
put on the public’s interest, this perceived taking away of the land from the public is all the more
inconsistent with the thinking of several decades prior.13

The Stickiness Problem in New York City Waterfront Development
The idea of allocating specific resources to planning and designing cities which would physically
sustain themselves for centuries was not common in the nineteenth century. Architects,
cartographers, and government officials were largely responsible for the “planning” that went into
this kind of development. Without much physical planning, the obvious lack of data analysis,
and a limited understanding of resiliency and sustainability as understood today, the
development of cities was bound to be imbalanced in some fashion. Development, use, disuse,
population shifts, immigration, emigration, and other processes all take place at different rates.
New York City is and was no exception. In the case of physical development after the
completion of the Erie Canal, urban decision-makers had to focus their efforts on maximizing
the financial return of New York City’s new position at the helm of one of the greatest economic
development projects in History as well as fostering the best possible quality of life for residents,
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Earlier referenced were municipal and Federal documents from 1819-1821 discussing the repossessing of the Battery from the
U.S. Military, notably for the benefit of the public.
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given the changing uses of the city. It would come as no surprise, therefore, that systems such as
public transit, even in the form of horse-drawn buses, might have come about and grown later
than they should.
As Robert Beauregard points out, many swaths of land being redeveloped can suffer from a
“stickiness” problem; that is to say that the World at large is sticky or slow and there are gaps
between different inventions, developments, etc., in this case different elements of real estate
development or redevelopment (Beauregard 2014). If issues such as transportation trip
connectivity and public space seemed to lag at this point in time, it may not be such a surprise.
The Manhattan waterfront may have been changing for the better (overall, in the sense that it’s
full economic utility was being realized and utilized, fomenting more and more centrifugal
growth), but perhaps these issues simply did not catch up until later, arguably until today.
To the implication above of commercial activity changing populations and therefore perhaps
planning intentions themselves, this should be qualified by the fact that commerce had always
informed planning, formal or informal, since the inception of Nieuw-Amsterdam. The populace
had always been conducting business along the waterfront, even if levels of commerce grew after
the completion of the Erie Canal. Nevertheless, it remains that the post-Erie Canal period in
New York City reflected fundamental shifts in planning intentionality.

Fundamental Assessments
As this assessment has attempted to highlight, the physical space and uses along the waterfront
in early New York City underwent a series of significant transformations before, during, and
after the construction of the Erie Canal. These changes were in part a result of the enhanced use
of the waterways fomented by the stimulus of this tremendous capital project. Early planning
intentions may have been forced to change, and perhaps the two most noteworthy impacts that
the Erie Canal had on these intentions along the New York City waterfront were the privileging
of the West Side over the East Side in industrial, economic, and land development, and the
increased specialization of a less mixed-used waterfront. To the change in directionality of
development, it is important to understand that given New York City’s geographic history, the
West Side was organically more dense and development thereon was more proliferous. The
original Dutch Nieuw-Amsterdam was founded on the southwestern tip of Manhattan island,
and because of the westwardly outcropping of the island the natural development tendency
would have been toward the north; there was simply less land to be developed on the
southeastern part of the island. Nevertheless, the construction of the Erie Canal preferenced the
Hudson River over the East River in terms of continued commercial development, feeding into
to the former and producing more commercial demands on the West Side of the island than on
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the East. The rate of growth in piers and basins and the sheer numbers of these waterborne
structures on the West and East Sides serve as evidence for assertion, in part.
The waterfront further became a more specialized and less mixed-use space, slowly eliminating
residential uses, public open spaces, and public commercial spaces, among others. Waterfront
space took on a premium as real estate necessary for more proliferous commercial activities that
grew out of the increased level of waterborne commerce at large taking place along the Erie
Canal. On the Hudson River side of the island grew more of a demand for specialized merchants
to conduct business than the general public to engage in commercial activity, as well as more of a
demand for the space to receive waterborne vessels making this trade possible. On the East Side
of the island, though the East River was less directly connected to the Erie Canal’s boom in trade
the uses of the land here too became more and more specialized, in this case less to support dayto-day commercial activities but more to service vessels and business-to-business industrial
needs, among others. An understanding of the Erie Canal’s impact on these two and other
planning shifts along the New York City waterfront, a significant piece of the history of urban
planning in this city, can better inform future treatment and consideration of the vital waterfront
space by both students of the discipline as well as decision-makers in the field.
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Appendix Figure 8: 1820 SEN16A-G8 (page 2), petition to the U.S. Senate for the return of the Battery
section of Manhattan to the city of New York. U.S. National Archives (digitized for this thesis).
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Appendix Figure 9: 1820 SEN16A-G8 (page 3), petition to the U.S. Senate for the return of the Battery
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Appendix Figure 10: 1820 SEN16A-G8 (page 4), petition to the U.S. Senate for the return of the Battery
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Appendix Figure 11: 1821 U.S. Senate S. 48 bill (page 1) ceding the Battery to the city of New York. U.S.
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Appendix Figure 12: 1821 U.S. Senate S. 48 bill (page 2) ceding the Battery to the city of New York. U.S.
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Appendix Figure 13: 1821 U.S. Senate S. 48 bill (page 3) ceding the Battery to the city of New York. U.S.
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Appendix Figure 14: 1821 U.S. Senate S. 48 bill (page 4) ceding the Battery to the city of New York. U.S.
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Appendix Figure 15: 1821-2 U.S. House of Representatives H.R. 11 bill
(page 1) and amendment ceding the Battery to the city of New York. U.S.
National Archives (digitized for this thesis).
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Appendix Figure 16: 1821-2 U.S. House of Representatives H.R. 11 bill (page 2) and amendment ceding
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Appendix Figure 17: 1821-2 U.S. House of Representatives H.R. 11 bill (page 3) and amendment ceding
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Appendix Figure 18: 1821-2 U.S. House of Representatives H.R. 11 bill (page 4) and amendment ceding
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Appendix Figure 19: 1821-2 U.S. House of Representatives H.R. 11 bill (page 5) and amendment ceding
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Appendix Figure 20: 1822 U.S. Senate copy of U.S. House of Representatives H.R. 11 bill (page 1). U.S.
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Appendix Figure 21: : 1822 U.S. Senate copy of U.S. House of Representatives H.R. 11 bill (page 2). U.S.
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Appendix Figure 22: 1821 U.S. Department of War report (page 1) for U.S. Senate SEN6A-F3 on Fort
Clinton located on the Battery. U.S. National Archives (digitized for this thesis).
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Appendix Figure 23: 1821 U.S. Department of War report (page 2) for U.S. Senate (SEN6A-F3) on Fort
Clinton located on the Battery. U.S. National Archives (digitized for this thesis).
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Appendix Figure 24: 1821 U.S. Department of War report (page 3) for U.S. Senate (SEN6A-F3) on Fort
Clinton located on the Battery. U.S. National Archives (digitized for this thesis).
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Appendix Figure 25: 1821 U.S. Department of War report (page 4) for U.S. Senate (SEN6A-F3) on Fort
Clinton located on the Battery. U.S. National Archives (digitized for this thesis).
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Appendix Figure 26: 1821 U.S. Department of War report (page 5) for U.S. Senate (SEN6A-F3) on Fort
Clinton located on the Battery. U.S. National Archives (digitized for this thesis).
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Appendix Figure 27: 1821 U.S. Department of War report (page 6) for U.S. Senate (SEN6A-F3) on Fort
Clinton located on the Battery. U.S. National Archives (digitized for this thesis).
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Appendix Figure 28: 1821 U.S. Department of War report (page 7) for U.S. Senate (SEN6A-F3) on Fort
Clinton located on the Battery. U.S. National Archives (digitized for this thesis).
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Appendix Figure 29: 1821 U.S. Department of War report (page 8) for U.S. Senate (SEN6A-F3) on Fort
Clinton located on the Battery. U.S. National Archives (digitized for this thesis).
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Appendix Figure 30: 1821 U.S. Department of War report (page 9) for U.S. Senate (SEN6A-F3) on Fort
Clinton located on the Battery. U.S. National Archives (digitized for this thesis).
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Appendix Figure 31: 1821 U.S. Department of War report (page 10) for U.S. Senate (SEN6A-F3) on Fort
Clinton located on the Battery. U.S. National Archives (digitized for this thesis).
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Appendix Figure 32: 1821 U.S. Department of War report (page 11) for U.S. Senate (SEN6A-F3) on Fort
Clinton located on the Battery. U.S. National Archives (digitized for this thesis).
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